
RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER WORLD MARSHALL PLANS 

and 

HOW THESE CAN BE USED TOGETHER 

 

The Plan described in this book is but one among a number of world Marshall Plans that, at present, are being 

discussed in top political circles. The time for a world Marshall seems to be here. 

Each of the following Plans offers a unique contribution. All agree that the root of today's crises is not inherent 

so much in their external manifestations, but in human attitudes: our inability to think as responsible citizens of 

the planet. 

Here we shall briefly review five world Marshall plans and the problems they aim to resolve. Although some of 

these were in the public eye as the books on the Supplementary Economy were being published they will help 

us to better understand the unique characteristics of the Supplementary Economy -- as we shall call our Plan in 

order to differentiate it from the others -- ; and see how it and other similar plans can complement one another.  

To some extent these plans can be used in combination with one another. 

The order could be as follows: 

1. Letters to the media and other consciousness raising activities would raise people's awareness of the 

advantages of a World Marshall Plan. 

2. Small groups would orient their activities to preparations for the Supplementary Economy. 

3. The Environmental Participation Fund would be introduced as countries see fit. This would bring 

individual efforts together. 

4. The Supplementary Economy would be introduced in the Netherlands and/or other countries as pilot 

project(s). 

5. A Marshall Plan for Europe (East and West); and/or a Marshall Plan for Europe and Africa could be 

introduced.  

6. Al Gore's World Marshall Plan and the Wicke/Hucke Environmental Marshall Plan would be 

introduced. 

7. The world-wide Supplementary Economy would come into being. This would at the same time be an 

implementation of Sabet Hafez version of a world Marshall plan. 

 


